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ABSTRACT
Applied Performance Tests (APT) are defined as

instrUments designed to measure performance in an actual or simulated
setting. They require at least a close approximation of the setting
(if not the actual setting) to which the performance is expected to
be transferred. This paper outlines measurement problems and issues
that are unique to APT. It is argued that the problems and issues
that are widely discussed for criterion referenced tests are also
appropriate to APT. A brief history of APT is given. A listing of
reliability and validity problems unique to APT is presented and
discussed. Two additional measurement problem areas in APT are their
objectivity and the generalizability of their results. Other
measurement related considerations that may he regarded as problems
in APT,include cost, difficulty of application and development, and
unavailability of norms for _test interpretation. Finally, research
and development steps to address the shortcomings of APT in
elementari and secondary education are listed.."(Re)
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James. R. Sanders
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Applied Performancejests (APT) have been defined by Sachse

and Sanders (1975)'as 'instruhentS designed to measure performance in

ian, actual or simul ted setting." Tney are measurement devices that

rectvre at, least a close approximation of the setting (if not the actual

setting) to which the Performance is ehected to be transferred.

The purpose of this Paper is to outline. measurement problems

and issues that are unique to APT. I would argue that the measurement

problems and issues that are widely discussed for criterion referenced

tests (e.g., ilarris, Alkin,,Shd Popham, 1974) .are also applicable to

APT. In order to limit this d4scussion, and because there are many

fine discussions of problems and issues that APT holds. in comMorrwith

other tests, I will concentrate on some of the more salie't measurement

concerns that are unique to'APT.

The uaqueness of i(PT is found in the high degree of realism built

into the test. (Real'i-N12i fidelity, and' authenticity are Used interchangeably

in describing the degree to ich these tests reflect real life situations

that require the b haviors being asured, following Sachse and Sanders

eizti
,[1975]). Both exe cise st rimuii and onse modes can serve as focal points

for applied.performance test designatioa. both the stimulus and response

can either have high or low fidelity.. (Ir-either have high authenticity, the

117:,
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i Comments prepared for a Symposium on 4plied Performance Testing:

Research andlevelopment Perspectives. Held at the annual ,meeting of the

American Educational Research Association, S.'an Francisco,.California, April 1976.
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instruments Is generally classified as APT. A figure reproduced from

Sachse and Sanaers (1975) depicts the instruments that may be oldSsified

s APT where X's denote APT situations:

Stimulus
Authenticity

r 4

Examples of tests that wou tfall into these'categories_were provided, by'
N

Low

High

Response Authenticity

Low, High

X

.

Sachse and Sanders (1975) and art.,not reproduced here.

Tests may be classified in many different ways. For example,

we might classify theM a's measures of cognitive, affective, or psyciomotor

behaviors. Or, we might classify them in terms of mdxiMum versus typical

1. .

performance, following Cronbach (1970). Attempts to clasify,APT using

these categories usually faH,lhowever, indicating theoretical'
.

inadequacy in such classification, schemes. The reasons for h failure

fall-from the nature of the performance being 7obsery.ed using APT.

performance might be an emotional response to some s&nulq, 9r a psycho-
7-

- motor performance. It usually involves knowledge, about appropriate

responses. In fact, the performances that are tyPic lly recordedusing.
ly

APT involve a complex combination of each type of behavior. In this,setft,
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then, APT ray be thought of as molar instrumentation (not in the dental 0.

sense) rather than instrumentation used to,measure moecularor elemental

behaviors. But even this distinction breaks down in thatlm2lecular

responses, if they have high. authenticity, could be measured by APT.

The psychological theory underlying the development and US'e,..pf APT

not e-11 developedand leads us to problems of definition, classification,

and interpretation with APT. Although some would argue that this,ispot

eeasureent problem or issue, it is important to note.

,Some, History

Historically,-.APT has been a mainstay for 'military and occWational

*testing,for years. Pev4ews by Fitzpatrick and Morrison (1971) and'Panitz

and Olivo (1970), added to the volume edited by Glaser (1962) provide a

fine overview of the development and Use of APT. Professional occupations,

esPeCially the medical arts, and business and,industry have a shorter, but

productive, history. The field of:public elementary and secondary edUc tion

has little history in the use of APT, with- interest just now developing in

theareas of teacher,evaluation,'imeasurement of student achievement, ant

teacher aftd.administrator training. The forms.of AT that have been

developed and 'used in the military, in occupational examination agencies

in medical centers, and -kn businesS and industry include the fallowing:

- Military APT, Occupational APT Medical APT .

.-st.-----i .
- -1

k

sim 4tion work products' *mulation f

-. gaming''',.. on-the=job ocess situational, tests

''situational observati inclilding problem

tests solving ests'' .

BUsines $( Indust APT

simulation

,gaming
situational tel
N4ualidinq in -bas

, 'NStS. ....."'"t.
.. /4.

:
IN,

All 'forms of APT have INktgotct..,,by-eactP: no doubt, but the forms lhted in

.'n 4
ach column appeAr to be those that have TICeived the most emphasis.

, ,.
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secondary

users

varia

Considerable interest in forms of, APT'for use, in elementary and

achievement testing l'has appeared recently/. In a search for

OfAh_inpublic schoollcoritent area. -we food considerable

content areas. heading, mathematics, and phys =ical education

at. the secondar-yel included frequent use of APT. This was considerably

less true at the elementar vel, Content areas that appeared to be void

of APT materials included the social sciences (history, civics, psychology,

philosophy, and.economics), the arts (drama, literature, and art and music

form's), the physical sciences (geology, geography,'btology, chemistry, and

physics) and, surprisingly, the area of foreign language study. However,

the fact that formalized, widely available applied performance:tests were

not found in many public school content areas does not mean that APT is

Rot used-. Rather, performance measurement that does occur usually takes

place in an informal manner. ,The potential for developing standard APT

materials for 'public school use of the focus:listed above is great., It

_remains hallenge to those who develop measultement devices to provide

APT foiise by

problems and i

tional practitioners. An xamiution of measurement

tkos uniq to APT shoureProvide some guidance to this effort.

Measurement Problems and,,is-sues Un ue to APT

,

By identifying reallsm,of stn lus and/or response as the unique

scussion to measurementchatiacteristic of APT, we have narrowed our

problemiand issueS'.created by this. requirement. t first glance it is

tempting, conclude hat there are feW measurement,problems and issues that

are unique` to APT, but further investigation suggests otherwise..

4 ti'.% N5
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Consider, first, the reliability of APT. Certainly We have the

tools to calCulate reliabilitiesi depending on the form of APT being developed:

1. For simulation, gaming, and situational tests where mechanical

or paper and pencil responses are used, the KR-20, or, under

specific conditions, the alternative ways we have for calculating

reliability on paper and pencil tests are -appropriate.

2. For rating or ranking work productS, interjudge reliability,

the coefficient of concordence, or nonparametric tests we

have for ordinal data are sufficient.

3. For process observation, the same techniques we have developed

for determining the reliability of the many

classroom observation schedules that exist are appropriate.

What problems can exist? A listing of reliability problems that are unique

to APT includes:

1: Control over the testing environr . As the realism of

APT is increased, a greater number, f extraneous variables

are introduced into the test. Irrelevalrt, often random,

cues on the stimulus presentation will certainly affect

the examinee Obstructions to the examinee

in giving the response he would normally give will also

affect his performance. Thus, testing under real conditions

w 1 frequently lead to measurements with low reliability.

2. Number of times one examinee may be 'tested. 1.1t has been

suggested (e.g.,Gagne, 1962) that repeated mewements

on an individual, where several tasks of the a e are
.:;;,.4.

given, may serve to increase the reliability of APT. .we"er,

6
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\,considering the cost of APT (time, facilities',' risk,

\
,

logistics), often only one trial is possible.,'The

reliability of this one trial is usually low.

3. Problems with instrumentation. When hardware is being

used to record examinee responses, reliability is usually,

not a probleiir.- However, when human recorders are used,

observer variation can adversely affect the reliability

of the APT. Webb et al (1967) have addressed thi's problem

in detail.

4. Other variations in testing conditions. Conditions in the

testinTNenvironment, as noted earlier, can affect the

rellabiliti\of the measure. The standardization of APT

administrationn improve the reliability Of the tests,

but can also remove\realism from the testing situation'.

Standardization of dir ctiOns and administrationtime

are two concerns that sh uld be addressed. 'they can also

affect the validity of, the\t st. Added to this Problem are

variations due to time of month, or year and PsycholOgical

\
and physical state of the_exami ee, These, too, affect the

reliability of the measurement-5--/ithough,much the same could

be said about other tests as well.

Another consideration is the

validity of -APT is important if such tests to be used in drawing

conOusions: abOut one's. ability to perform certa yi valued taskS. Smith

k

(1975-) provides a nice discussion of the criterion blem and his discu

llidity of APT, .The criterion,



, certainly applies to APT.' Basically,-,,the validity problems and issues

related to APT include:

1. Identajeation of the ultimate criterion task and

demonstrating, empirially, a relationship between

performance on an APT and performance on the criterion

\ -

task. This is an easy-sounding undertaking that 11as proven

to be quite difficult. Task analyses in the military,

various occupations, and in the medical arts have proven.

to be productive and form a basis for many APT materials

(e.g., Osborn, 19;5, and the many available HumRRO publications).

This process has proven to be much more difficult in

developing APT materials for public.school use; especially

when affective performance is of interest. The intervening

'-,experiences of people throughout, their school:years,and'

betwetA4 the ime they receive their secondary diplomas

and are ca pa to performtcertain valued tasks are

powerful. This problem is an important one'to be dealt with

in developing APT materials for public school use that

do tAl us something about ultima'e criterion performance.

6QntroF over\the testing .rivironment. The closer to reality

APT-moves, the higher the criterion validity-of the measure-

ment. However, as I noted earlier, reliability is usually

_ A
lower under r listic conditions and, as we know, the reliability

of the test does pi limits on-its criterion validity. As

we gain control'overpie tes q environment, the criterion

S



validity is.0 ually lowered, although the reliability of
r '

the APT is in eased. This trade-off. presents a tough

prob em to'thq wishing to develop APT for public

school use. Th re is no good answer to the questions of

how much control is appropriate or how far.APTcan be

e

removed f om reality and still have,criterion validity.

3,. Identifying effecti e stimuli in APT'nd determining

valid score. This roblem is. related to the first

reliability problem discussed earlier. It is difficult

to standardize test stimuli in many real -life situations

and, hence, two dThf.fere t exaMinees may actualy be per-

forming differ t asks ithin the same APT, For example,

one examinee ma receive o high score on an APT.only

becausehe under ook the easy elements of the total

1

task performan6e while leav ng the difficult parts go:

Another examinee may receive a low score because he under-

took the'tough,parts first a d failed. Standardization

of testing cQnditions and scok.ing procedures presents a

diffitult measurement-Problem to those who wish' to develop

APT for public school use.

Two additional measurement Problem,areas inAPfr ar\e thd Qbjectivily,

of such Measures and the generalizability of thqr_resu ts. When hardware'

is minee, objecttvity presents

o

being used to-

little problem, Cdrtainly.airline pilot simulatorsith t mechanically record

the objegvity pfthe re4;onses of exaurinees provide little.room to dqub

4 , 9
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reC ded scores, However, when o s rvations, ratings or rankings of product's,

or other human recording devices ar used, the Objectivity of the measurement

is a problem Worthy of consideration and safeguards against bias peed to:be

built into the data collection'and sco ring procedure.

Many of the coments I made e her about reliability an validity

problems of APT-Felate to the problem of enerali'zability of res'ult . Sta-n-

extra eous variables into either stimulus co ditions or responses, and

scoring rocedures all help determine whether =n exam.Onee's reported

performance can he generalized.to other setting , other persons, or other

times. Bec us'e these are problem area5with APT, one has to include the

. generalizabil ty of APT scores as a problk also: From generalizability

theory we all kiow that no one observation of perfot nance can be considered,

representative o

-of APT'limit genes
,

of,c mmercially av,ai able achievement tests:that school now use.

the person's ability to perform asurement limitations

lizability,of scores oven further t an the'llmitations

A listing of other measurement relkated conside ations that' may,

be rega \'ded as problems in T include cost, difficulty o application

and deve opment, and tinavaila ility of norms for test inte retation.. I

suspect Okhers in the Symposiun will be discusSing these con erns, so I

leave it to them to elaborate.

Implicationsfor Research and_ Development

Is APT tp be avoided in elementary and.secondary educa ion because

of these shortcomings? I don't,believe it should. In fact, I 'be Teve there

10
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is a greaCamountof yet unrealized tential in APT for public school

use. APT, to be sure, is just one smallipart of the entire testing

spectrum used in our schocil.s. It is not a panacea for testing problems

in edication nor is it a replacement for the many)-0,ghly developed

technical, tools now used. It is a way to get information about the

performance of People op igertain valued tasks\ At present, this limited

f testing is uaderdeveloped and underused\fin education and I believe

,
--.

it is p uctive to examine ,ways that we.can address me of the 'thortcomings

. , .

that I, have men. fled..
i

I wound sugge

to address tf'ise .Shortcomings:

the following research and development steps

1,. Curriculum and measurement specialists need o work

,together in identifying tasks that are important in their

own right' and those that are .associated with valued task

performance in later life. The focus,o this inquiry

should be on identifying those tasks. thatar within the

scope of the public schoolcriculum.

Curriculum and measurement specialists need to work

through,a national association in task forces or funded

projects to develop standard APT's that can be made

available to schools nationwide. Technical manuals,

developed- 4 meet the AERA/APA/NCME Standards for Educational

aad Psychological Tests,should be produced for these tests. I would

expect the measurement problems I have discussed to be
s

adlressed further by"these projects.

'II
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3. Task analysis studies of valued adult performances

needo be undertaken and the resuls linked to public

school curriculum. It is important that the elemental

4 tasks for later task performance1 re syst9Mati'cally covered

in the school curriculum.

4.. Task analysis studies of Value() performilnce expected when

students exit the public schools need to be undertaken and

the results linked to the K-12 curriculum sa, again, instr4c--

tic:m.9n the elemental tasks,is not left to chance.

5. Although the criterion validity of an APT is its most
o'r

important characteristic, there is a need to examine methods

of controlling testing conditions in ordei^,to improve the

reliability of such measures, while.at the same time maintaining

high criterion validity.

6: There is a need to systematically study confounding factors

that affect 'APT performance for each form of APT. A

taxonomic description of such fa.clors would lead us a long

way tqward improving the quality of APT materials.

There is a need to develop a theoretical foundation for

,APT. ,Ways of classifying APT materials do not exist,

undoubtedly because of a lack of theoretical structure.

Furthermore, it is unclear what different forms of APT

measure (i.e., simulation's, games, situational tests, process

abservtions; work products). If they measure different

constructs, or the same construct, but at different levels

12
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of complexity, a, theory should reflect this knowledge.

Research into the factorial complexity of APT forms would

also contribute to theory development.

8. There is a need for creative development of new=farms

of APT that may alleviate some of the measurement short-

,

0

comings that have been discussed. Educational measurement

specialists funded to explore such creWve.alternatives

would contribute new knowledge that would tave immediate

use for public school testing.

Applied Performance Testing has great appealpfor measuring task

performance in the public schools. There is much world to be done to refine

the concept and improve on our techniques. I believe tI effort is worthwhile

and expect to see comparatively great advances in APT in the near, future.
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